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LUCTUATION OF FREQUENCY IS ARGUABLY
the most characteristic feature of marine 
microgrids. T his concerns both frequency 
drift during step load change and all quasi-
periodic fluctuation due to the impact of 

various factors like generators’ prime movers, the gover-
nor’s characteristic, and sea conditions. This article aims 
to provide insight into the latter phenomena. Such quasi-
periodic frequency fluctuations can have detrimental 
effects on electrical receivers’ work, especially electric 
motors. For the study of these fluctuations, the use of 
time-frequency (TF) analysis methods is the most natural 
choice. Among TF analysis methods, the Hilbert–Huang 
transform (HHT) offers some advantages to analyze sig-
nals with multiple frequency components. It is well suited 
for nonlinear and nonstationary signals as it estimates the 
instantaneous frequency of the signal, which is defined 

locally as the time derivative of the signal phase. The 
zoom discrete Fourier transform (zoom-DFT) is another 
method that can provide an instantaneous frequency rep-
resentation of the signal using spectral zoom operation 
[usually a chirp z transform (CZT) method is used] and 
with that can portray quasi-periodic frequency fluctua-
tions, should they exist. T his article shows the ability of 
the HHT and the zoom-DFT in estimating the frequency 
fluctuations of the main frequency component of the 
microgrid voltage signals and of the various quasi-period-
ic components of the voltage signal. Finally, the current 
standard framework related to frequency changes in 
marine networks is presented, possible origins of the 
instantaneous frequency fluctuations are discussed, and 
tools for the phenomenon identification and related 
models are proposed. These considerations are based on 
the careful analysis of the behavior of three real marine 
systems onboard a research-training ship during the 
work of auxiliary generating sets, roll-on/roll-off (ro-ro) 
<AU: Kindly check that ro-ro is spelled out correctly.>
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ship with mechanical propulsion and shaft generator as 
well as the integrated power system of the ship with elec-
trical propulsion. 

Origins of Instantaneous Frequency  
Fluctuations on Shipboard
The maritime electric power systems belong to a class of 
isolated power systems called microgrids. The widely rec-
ognized issues with microgrids are power quality prob-
lems, such as harmonics, voltage fluctuations, and 
instantaneous frequency variations. These variations are a 
distinct feature of marine microgrids and will impact the 
operation of numerous receivers, particularly the electric 
motors. <AU: Please check whether the preceding edited 
sentence conveys the intended meaning.> To properly 
address this issue, origins, severity, and consequences of 
the instantaneous frequency fluctuations have to be prop-
erly recognized.

Generally, there are two major sources of instanta-
neous frequency fluctuations in maritime microgrids: 
pulsating torque of the generators’ prime movers and 
load variations. The most commonly used prime movers 
for driving generators on shipboard are four-stroke medi-
um-speed diesel engines. The output of such an engine is 
not constant but pulsating, with one positive peak and 
one negative peak (smaller one) of torque for every piston 
per 720° of crankshaft rotation. The positive peak can 
reach a value equal to several mean torque values. The 
frequency of this torque angular pulsation depends on 
the number of engine cylinders. To reduce the effect, 
additional inertia in the engine shaft is added in the form 
of a flywheel. Nevertheless, the pulsating torque of diesel 
engines has a detrimental effect on frequency in the mar-
itime systems. The final result would depend on, among 
other things, mean rotational speed and the number of 
poles of the generator. As a result, instantaneous frequen-
cy modulation will be observed. The frequency of this 
modulation equals the actual power frequency divided by 
an integer.

The next source, namely frequent load variations in 
maritime microgrids, is a common feature of these sys-
tems. Usually they are attributed to fast demand changes 
as, e.g., during ship maneuvering. This results in signifi-
cant voltage and frequency dips, which can be severe, but 
they have limited duration. The problem is commonly 
known and well recognized, so the ship classification soci-
eties established limits of voltage and frequency transient 
variations and recovery times. For instance, the permissi-
ble limit for frequency transient variation is ±10% and 
recovery time is up to 5 s.

However, in maritime microgrids the load is constantly 
modulated as well because of the impact of environmen-
tal conditions like waves and wind. These phenomena 
lead to ship rolling and pitching, resulting, e.g., in the 
movement of fluids in tanks and fluctuation of pressures 
in fuel, cooling, and lubrication systems. <AU: Please 

check whether the preceding edited sentence conveys the 
intended meaning.> These usually small changes lead to 
minor instantaneous frequency variations. More impor-
tant is the impact of waves and wind on the ship propeller 
force. Generally, harsh wave and wind conditions adverse-
ly impact the ship propulsion performance due to wake, 
thrust, and torque fluctuation in waves as well as possible 
increased resistance caused by wind. This will affect both 
mechanical and electrical propulsion of the ship. The lat-
ter leads to irregular (but quasi-periodic) electric propul-
sion load modulation. The characteristic of such a 
modulation generally depends on

xx irregular wave characteristic (described by significant 
wave height and wave period; the irregular waves can 
be expressed as a sum of linear waves by linear super-
position)
xx ship speed
xx ship course
xx hull and propeller characteristic.
Finally, the resulting instantaneous frequency fluctua-

tions depend on the interaction between both generation 
and load with varying instantaneous characteristics. The 
most important factors behind the fluctuations can be 
summarized as

xx the characteristic of load modulation
xx the diesel engine (generator’s prime mover) governor 
type and settings
xx the number of diesel engine cylinders and flywheel
xx the generator and its automatic voltage regulators 
characteristics
xx the number of generators working in parallel and 
mean load.

Nevertheless, the resulting instantaneous frequency fluc-
tuation is a combination of components related to torque 
angular pulsation and components related to load modu-
lation.

Finally, there is another reason for instantaneous fre-
quency fluctuation in maritime microgrids: sometimes, to 
save fuel, the shaft generator is used. This means that the 
main engine used for ship propulsion also will be the 
prime mover of the generator. The changes of this engine 
rotational speed related to sea conditions obviously lead 
to fluctuations of the frequency on the shaft generator’s 
terminal. To stabilize the frequency in the entire system, 
the energy is transferred via the power converter, with 
adverse impact on the system performance and the volt-
age waveform distortions. Sometimes the shaft generator 
is directly connected to the ship’s main bus bars. However, 
this simple low-cost solution leads to instantaneous fre-
quency fluctuation in waves comparable or even greater 
than in ships with electric propulsion.

Standard Framework
The standards related to maritime microgrids usually do 
not concern the instantaneous frequency fluctuations, 
except for the previously mentioned transient variation. 
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The sole exception is the IEEE Standard 45 series. This 
phenomenon was mentioned in IEEE Recommended Prac-
tice for Electrical Installations on Shipboard, IEEE Standard 
45, 2002, and IEEE Recommended Practice for Electrical 
Installations on Shipboard–Design, IEEE Standard 45.1, 2017. 
These standards define the frequency modulation as 

The permitted periodic variation in frequency dur-
ing normal operation that might be caused by regu-
larly and randomly repeated loading. For the 
purpose of definition, the periodicity of frequency 
modulation should be considered to not exceed 10 s.
The severity of frequency modulation is calculated as 

the ratio of the difference between maximum and mini-
mum instantaneous frequency and twice the nominal fre-
quency expressed in percentage. The level of the 
frequency modulation is not to exceed 0.5%. Similarly, in 
Lloyd’s Register Rules and Regulations for the Classification 
of Ships 2019 it was stated there is to be “A maximum rate 
of change of frequency not exceeding ±1,5 Hz per second 
during cyclic frequency fluctuations.”

Systems Under Research
For this article, three shipboard electrical power systems 
were selected. The systems represent the following three 
different classes of maritime microgrids:

xx “classic” research-training ship with mechanical pro-
pulsion (Figure 1)
xx ro-ro ship with mechanical propulsion and shaft gen-
erator working on main bus bar via gear (Figure 2)
xx dynamic positioning of a ship with electrical propul-
sion (Figure 3)

The devices switched on during investigation are marked 
by green on each figure. For each investigated ship, the 
voltage samples were registered on main switchboards for 
two conditions: calm and harsh sea. For the first ship, the 
registrations were carried out in the North Sea during 
stormy conditions (sea condition approximately  
8 B) and at Kattegat (sea condition approximately 2 B). 
<AU: Kindly spell out B.> For the second ship, the registra-
tion took place in the Baltic Sea during stormy conditions 
(sea condition approximately 6–7 B) and at Sund Strait 
(sea condition approximately 1–2 B). Finally, the third ship 
was investigated in the Baltic Sea during harsh sea condi-
tions (sea condition approximately 5–6 B) and the Gdansk 
Gulf (sea condition approximately 1–2 B).

The instantaneous frequency on each of the selected 
ships will be differently affected by sea conditions due to 
the various electric power system topologies. The common 
feature will be the existence of the component due to 
torque angular pulsation of the generator’s prime mover.
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Figure 1. (a) A “classic” research-training ship with mechanical propulsion. (b) A simplified diagram of the electric power system of the ship with 
mechanical propulsion without shaft generator (the main engine is not presented in the figure). The generator prime movers are four-stroke die-
sel engines with 10 cylinders. <AU: Please confirm whether the edited caption text is acceptable and accurate. Also, kindly spell out M and G 
so that the definitions may be added to the caption.>
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Detection of Instantaneous Frequency for 
Marine Microgrid Applications
The empirical mode decomposition (EMD), part of the 
HHT, has been proposed as an adaptive TF data analysis 
method and combined with the Hilbert transform (HT) 
proved to be very useful for the detection of instantaneous 
frequency of the single components identified by the EMD 
decomposition. EMD has demonstrated its great advan-
tages in different fields, and now we can show that it is 
possible to extend this application to marine microgrids. It 
does not require any restrictive assumption on the under-
lying model of the process/system under analysis, and it is 
able to handle both nonlinear and nonstationary signals. 
However, the algorithm has shown some limitations in 
identifying closely spaced spectral tones and components 
appearing intermittently in the signal, a phenomenon 
known as mode mixing.

The aim of the EMD method is to decompose the non-
linear and nonstationary signal y(t) into a sum of intrinsic 
mode functions (IMFs), which are independent oscillatory 
modes that satisfy two conditions: symmetric upper/
lower envelopes (zero mean) and the numbers of zero-
crossing and extrema that are either equal or differ by 
exactly one. Each IMF is projected into a complex plane 
through the HT. Therefore, the instantaneous frequency is 
defined as the time derivate of the IMF’s vector in the 
complex plane: 
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Finally, a median filter has been implemented to more 
clearly compare the signals obtained through HHT with 
the zoom-DFT ones.

The second technique proposed in this article to identi-
fy the instantaneous frequency is the zoom-DFT. This 
method consists of the calculation of parts of the frequen-
cy spectrum around rated frequency with increased fre-
quency resolution. The frequency bin with the highest 
value represents the actual instantaneous power frequen-
cy. Usually, a CZT is used for this purpose. For this 
research, the frequency resolution was assumed to be 
0.001 Hz. The results of zoom-DFT calculations were 
refreshed every 1 ms, and the Kaiser window (parameter b 
= 7.65) was used to suppress spectrum leakage from nega-
tive frequency fundamental component and harmonics. 
The window was dynamically synchronized (every 1 ms) 
to the momentary duration of three fundamental cycles. 
Because the great advantage of the HHT (Figure 4) <AU: 
Kindly check whether the citation of Figure 4 is appropri-
ate.> is the opportunity to use only the information rele-
vant to the application (Table 1), only the 50-Hz 
components will be considered in the following figures to 
make a fair comparison with the instantaneous frequency 
analysis obtained by the zoom-DFT technique (Figure 5). 
<AU: Kindly check whether the citation of Figure 5 is 
appropriate.>

All of the results, except those from the research-train-
ing ship, show that there is a clear oscillation difference 
between the calm and rough sea conditions. In each case, 
it is possible to see the different oscillations of the instan-
taneous frequency, which confirm the hypothesis regard-
ing the presence of instantaneous frequency fluctuations 
in marine microgrids. The difference between the results 
obtained through zoom-DFT and HHT can be attributed to 
the fact that the plots represent only the 50-Hz compo-
nent in HHT analysis, whereas with the zoom-DFT, the 
plots represent the unique oscillatory frequency of the sig-
nal under analysis. <AU: Please check whether the pre-
ceding edited sentence conveys the intended meaning.>

The other components obtained by HHT (Table 1) show 
that the frequency components identified for each ship 
are the same for both calm and rough sea conditions but 
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Figure 2. (a) A ro-ro ship with mechanical propulsion and a shaft 
generator working on main bus bar via gear. (b) A simplified diagram 
of the electric power system of the ship with mechanical propulsion 
and shaft generators. The main engines used for driving the genera-
tors are six-cylinder engines. <AU: Please confirm whether the edited 
caption text is acceptable and accurate.>
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with different amplitudes. However, there is no evident 
correlation between the peak amplitude of the individual 
components and the sea conditions. Nevertheless, all of 
the components identified are multiples of the 50-Hz fre-
quency, and their origins can be associated with some of 
the causes discussed earlier in the article, such as pulsat-
ing torque characteristics, load modulation, and type of 
frequency converter of the propulsion system [active-front 

end (AFE) for the dynamic position-
ing ship]. <AU: Kindly check that 
DP is spelled out correctly>

Regarding the research-training 
ship in Figure 1 (mechanical pro-
pulsion), two generators are operat-
ing in parallel with a 10-cylinder 
diesel engine as a prime mover. No 
shaft generators and frequency 
converters are present, which can 
indicate that the origins of the fre-
quency components and the fluc-
tuation of the 50-Hz frequency can 
be associated with the pulsating 
torque of the generators’ prime 
movers. However, small instanta-
neous frequency fluctuation related 
to the impact of waves on ship aux-
iliary systems also is visible for the 
rough sea condition.

The ro-ro ship in Figure 2 
(mechanical propulsion and shaft 
generator) has a six-cylinder engine 
connected to a shaft generator and 
there are no power converters. A 
large number of frequency compo-
nents for this ship can be associat-
ed with the possible reflections of 
the sea conditions on the engine 
rotations and on the frequency on 
the shaft generator’s terminal as 
well as the impact of gear between 
shaft generator and main engine, 
which is visible for a ro-ro ship with 
a 1,250-Hz component. Further-
more, in Figures 6 and 7, it is possible 
to see that the HHT and zoom-DFT 
results of the rough sea condition 
appear to be slightly phase shifted. 
This can be explained by the differ-
ent phase properties of the two 
techniques. The strength of the 
HHT lies in its ability to preserve 
phase and amplitude while empiri-
cally separating signal from noise.

For the dynamic positioning 
ship in Figure 3 (electrical propul-
sion), two generators are operating 

in parallel with a 10-cylinder diesel engine as a prime 
mover. Motors for dynamic positioning are connected to 
the bus through frequency converters with AFE and filters 
to accurately adjust the speed of the engines during the 
positioning operations. This is the case with less frequen-
cy components, and the presence of only the fifth har-
monic in the signal can be attributed to the filters and the 
type of frequency converters used. The origins of the 
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Figure 3. (a) The dynamic positioning of a ship with electrical propulsion. (b) A simplified diagram 
of the electric power system of the ship with electrical propulsion. The generators’ prime movers 
are six-cylinder diesel engines. <AU: Please confirm whether the edited caption text is acceptable  
and accurate.>
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fluctuation of the 50-Hz frequency can be associated with 
the pulsating torque of the generators’ prime movers for 
calm sea and waves for a rough sea condition (Figures 8 
and 9). <AU: Kindly check whether the citations of Figure 
8 and 9 are appropriate.> Analysis of the obtained results 
against the standard framework leads to the conclusion 
that only for the ro-ro ship during the rough sea condition 
is the level of frequency modulation beyond recommend-
ed permissible value laid in the IEEE standards (0.7% ver-
sus 0.5%). <AU: Please check whether the preceding 
edited sentence conveys the intended meaning.>

Finally, it must be stressed that both signal-processing 
techniques lead to similar results except for the rough sea 
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Figure 5. A research-training ship’s instantaneous frequency (through 
zoom-DFT).

TABLE 1. The frequency of the main components obtained through HHT.

Ship Sea Condition
Main Components’  
Frequency (Hz)

Peak Amplitude (% of the 
Fundamental)

Research-training (Figure 1) Calm 550, 350, 50 1.59, 1.15, 100

Rough 550, 350, 50 1.30, 2.29, 100

Ro-ro (Figure 2) Calm 1,250, 650, 350, 250, 50 2.10, 4.63, 0.39, 0.97, 100

Rough 1,250, 650, 350, 250, 50 2.11, 1.89, 0.45, 2.35, 100

Dynamic positioning (Figure 3) Calm 250, 50 2.73, 100

Rough 250, 50 9.01, 100
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Figure 6. A ro-ro ship’s instantaneous frequency (through HHT).
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Figure 7. A ro-ro ship’s instantaneous frequency (through zoom-DFT).
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conditions for the ro-ro ship, and this enables us to reach 
the same conclusion regarding the considered systems 
behavior. With the exception of the ro-ro ship incongru-
ence previously mentioned, the HHT seems to be suitable 
for these types of signals. Based on this statement and 
after the simulations conducted on the data to confirm 
the origins of the oscillations, the knowledge of the com-
ponents found using the HHT will be useful to improve 
the power quality of the systems under analysis.
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Fluctuation of 
frequency is 
arguably the most 
characteristic 
feature of marine 
microgrids. 

The maritime 
electric power 
systems belong to a 
class of isolated 
power systems 
called microgrids. 

The severity of 
frequency 
modulation is 
calculated as the 
ratio of the 
difference between 
maximum and 
minimum 
instantaneous 
frequency and twice 
the nominal 
frequency expressed 
in percentage. 

The instantaneous 
frequency on each of 
the selected ships 
will be differently 
affected by sea 
conditions due to 
the various electric 
power system 
topologies. 

The widely 
recognized issues 
with microgrids are 
power quality 
problems, such as 
harmonics, voltage 
fluctuations, and 
instantaneous 
frequency variations. 
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The strength of the 
HHT lies in its ability 
to preserve phase 
and amplitude while 
empirically 
separating signal 
from noise.

All of the results, 
except those from 
the research-training 
ship, show that there 
is a clear oscillation 
difference between 
the calm and rough 
sea conditions. 
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